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WHEN LIFE STANDS STILL

February 9, 1986

TEXT: Acts 1:4 "- - - He charged them not to depart -from
Jerusalem, but to wait -for the promise o-f the Father

If you have ever been in my office, you know that two
of its walls are almost literally filled with books. Books
on theology, on the Bible, on prayer, on counseling, on
church administration, —on virtually every subject a
minister might ever want or need- Some are paperback; most
are hardbound; and a number are multi—volume sets.

Ironically, one of the most useful —and one of the
most enjoyable— is a little paperback entitled, THE GOSPEL
ACCORDING 10 PEANUTS, It contains a delightful, and
thought-provoking, mixture of theology, Bible, and selected
cartoons featuring Charlie Brown, his dog, Snoopy, and all
their little friends. If you have ever read Peanuts, I do
not need to tell you that these cartoons often contain very
meaningful glimpses of life-

One I especially like —and one with which most of us
can readily identify— shows Charlie Brown talking to his
friend, Lucy, the word's champion fuss—budget. Lucy begins
by saying, "Sometimes I get discouraged!" And Charlie Brown,
trying to be helpful, answers, "Well, Lucy, life does have
its ups and downs, you know-" That does it! In a good,
old-fashioned Lucy Van Pelt tantrum, Lucy shouts, "But why?
Why should it? Why can't life be all ups. If I want all ups,
why can't I have them- Why can't I must move from one up to
another up? Why can't I just go from an up to an Upper—Up?
I don't want any downs. I just want ups, and ups, and ups-"
And Charlie Brown walks off, muttering to himself, "I can;t
stand it."

Now, at first glance, Lucy's atttude seems selfish,
immature, and very unrealistic. But I suspect she speaks for
most of us, if we would only admit it. Our minds may tell
us, "Life has its ups and downs, you know." But our emotions
often respond pretty much as Lucy did. "Why? Why can't life
be all ups?" There are probably some pretty good answers to
that question. But when we are discouraged, we usually do
not want reasons. We want help.

Now, it has been my experience that of all life's
"downs", the worst of all are the "just barely downs." When
things really get bad, and we find ourselves caught in a
real crisis, we usually rise to the occasion. Like sailors
caught in a sudden storm, we are so busy trimming the sails,








